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A critical assessment of the state of the art in airframe noise is

presented in this paper. Full-scale data on the intensity, spectra, and
dlrectivlty of this noise source are evaluated in light of the comprehensive

theory developed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings. Vibration of panels on

the aircraft are identified as a possible additional source of airframe

noise. The present understanding and methods for prediction of other com-
ponent sources - airfoils, struts, and cavities - are discussed. Operating

problems associated with airframe noise as well as potential design methods
for airframe noise reduction are identified.

INTRODUCT ION

The importance of airframe noise as the "ultimate noise barrier" to the

reduction of noise levels produced by future co_ercial aircraft was recog-

nized Just 4 years ago as a result of NASA sponsored research on the

Advanced Technology Transport. (See ref. i.) This work included prelimnary

calculations, based upon sailplane data, which indicated that the nonpro-

pulslve noise produced by a large subsonic aircraft on landing approach lay

only approximately 10 EPNdB below the FAR 36 certification levels (ref. 2).

The significance of the surprisingly high intensity of this hitherto

neglected noise source lles in its impact on future noise regulations.

Since it would be counterproductive to require engine noise levels much

below those of nonpropulsive sources, the potential for further overall

aircraft noise reductions is limlted unless nonpropulsive noise generation
can be controlled.

For this purpos=_, airframe noise research was begun, with the goals of

undere_.anding the generation and _ropagatlon of aircraft nonpropulslve
noise as well as its reduction at the source. The first such attempts were

empirical in nature, involving correlations of airframe noise measurements

with gross aircraft parameters such as weight, velocity, and aspect ratio.

(See ref. 3.) Such studies led to useful prediction schemes but did l_ttle

to identify and rank-order the sources of the noise. Gradually, however,

some understanding of the actual sources and their relative importance

began to emerge. For the "clean" (cruise-conflgured) aircraft, it is now

generally conceded that the primary sources are associated wlth the inter.
actions of the wake of the wing with the wing itself, while for the "d_vty"

(landlng-conflgured) aircraft, noise _enerated by the flaps and the
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landing-gear-wheel-well combination becomes dominant. This paper ?resents
an appraisal of the state of knowledge of airframe noise in an attempt to assess
its impact on aircraft operations as well as to identify potential methods for
its reduction. Also, included is an evaluation of full-scale data regarding

levels, spectra, and directivity of airframe noise which suggests that airframe
noise is more complex than had previously been assumed. Thus, the early

empirical airframe noise prediction techniques are giving way to more refined
analyses which view the total sound radiation as a summation of noise generation
by individual components such as airfoils and flaps, wheel wells, and landing
gear. Noise generation mechanisms for these individual component sources are
discussed and methods for their reduction identified. "'

SYMBOLS

A ratio of area elements

EPNdB effective perceived noise level

J Jacobian of transformation

K wave number

Mr Mach number in observer direction

OASPL overall sound pressure level

R Reynolds number

S surface

SPL one-thlrd octave band sound pressure level

Sw wing area

Tij Lighthill stress tensor

U flow or aircraft speed

V volume

: Ved eddy volume

• a speed of sound
.r

d cylinder diameter

" h aircraft altitude

is streamwise correlation length
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nj components of normal vector

_'i p acoustic pressure

_, PiJ compressive stress tensor

r observer distance
U

:2

red distance of center of eddy from edge

_ s sideline distance

t time

u turbulent intensity

v n normal velocity

x observer position

xi,xj components of position vector

¢ observer angle

,_ n source position

ii 0 angle between flight path and observer directions

-_ 0o angle between mean flow and trailing-edge directions

directivity angle in flyover plane

_ _ kinematic viscosity

._! pf far-field density

-_ Po ambient density

angle between trailing edge and observer directions

' _ circular frequency

' AOASPL increment in overall sound pressure level
_T

A bar over a symbol indicates tim_ oxerage.

7_ AN OVERVIEW OF AIRFRAME NOISE

, There are many potential sources of airframe noise on an aircraft, as shown

, schematically in figure i. Each of these sources is believed to have its own
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character_stlc amplitude, spectrum, and dlrectlvlty. If one measures the

overall airframe noise produced by an aircraft, one sees the resultant produced
by the summation of these indivldual sources. Although this may be confusing
from the standpoint of defining and evaluating mechanisms, it is nevertheless
the nolse field of ultLmate interest. Thus, it may be useful to review avail-
able overall airframe noise measurements.

Intensity

Overall airframe noise measurements directly beneath the flight path of --
the aircraft have been made for a number of years. Tables listing 65 data

points published prior to 1975 have been compiled by Hardin, Fratello, Hayden,

Kadman, and Africk (ref. 4). However, many of these early data were obtained

by using less than optimum measurement and analysis techniques. Microphones

were often pole mounted in order to compare results with certification levels,

determination of the aircraft position and velocity was crude, and only minimal

efforts to remove the effects of residual engine noise were made. Recently,

however, two studies which attempt to overcome these objections were published.
(See refs. 5 and 6.)

The first of these studies (ref. 5) presented measurements of Acre

Con_ander, Jetstar, CV-990, and B-747 aircraft. The microphones were mounted

flush wiLh the ground to remove spectral distortion produced by reflection and
radar was employed to track the aircraft as it flew a nearly constant airspeed

glide slope over the microphone array.

Airframe noise data on the British aircraft H.P. i15, HS. 125, BAC iii,
and VC. I0 were obtained by Fethney (ref. 6). This study employed flush-mounted

microphones and a kine-theodolite system for precise position tracking_ repeat

flights to reduce statistical variability in the data, and extensive efforts to

determine and remove residual engine noise from the data.

On the basis of these data, Fink (ref. 7) has developed a semiempirical

prediction scheme for airframe noise produced by aircraft in the clean (cruise)

configuration. The overall sound pressure level directly below the aircraft
is given by

OASPL = i0 loglo + 108.3 dB (i)

where

U aircraft speed, meters per second

Sw wing area, meters 2

h altitude, meters
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i! All sound pressure levels in this paper will be referenced to 20 pPa. Note

_i that this relation implies a dependence of clean airframe noise on velocity

"'_i to the fifth power. A comparison of this prediction with measured data from a

;i number of crulse-configured aircraft is shown in figure 2.

',',

"i_ The airframe noise levels generated in the landing configuration are

i_ believed to be more dependent upon the detailed design of the aircraft than

fl those of the cruise configuration. Several additional components such as

I: leadlng-edge slats, traillng-edge flaps, landing gear, and wheel wells are

il deployed during landing whose relative contributions to the overall noise may
,. vary considerably from aircraft to aircraft. Further, these sources are not

_,._i necessarily independent, but may interact with each other due to changes in the "

:ii total flow field. Although it is difficult to directly measure the effects of

i; the individual components on the airframe noise, Fethney made some estimates

_.$i_ based upon measurements for the VC. i0 in reference 6. The data shown in fig-

_'_ ure 3 for comparison are decibel increases over the clean-conflguratlon overall

_:_" sound pressure level as produced by several different flight conditions. The

',:__ total change in airframe noise level from the cruise to approach configurations

,o,.._ for this aircraft was ii dB. Either flap deployment or landlng-gear deployment
o_, with open wheel well is estimated to account for about 9 dB individually. The

_,_. difference in noise level between open and shut undercarriage doors is estimated

.....,,,. to be about 4 dB; this seems to indicate that substantial noise may be generated
.._

.....":_ by large open cavities which suggests a method for noise reduction on those

.... aircraft whose undercarriage doors normally remain open after gear deployment.

o_/ In reference 7 Fink has also developed a prediction scheme for airframe
_"_' noise produced by aircraft in the dirty (or approach) configuration. The

ii_ overall sound pressure level below the aircraft is given by

_"°_ U 6 Sw
-"'°_' OASPL = I0 lOglo + 116.7 dB (2)
& _ " 'L

!°,,...+ A comparison of the prediction by this relation with data from several aircraft

 °iil in theapproachconfigurationis shownin figure4. Althoughmost of the data

i."o _.' appear to be well predicted by this relation, two of the aircraft, the H.P. 115

_-_i_! and the BAC iii, exhibit substantially lower levels corresponding better to the

{_ clean airframe prediction of equation (i) because of design peculiarities of
":_, these aircraft which, when better understood, should yield design methods

.'r applicable to other aircraft.

_: Fink's relations have been employed to predict cruise and approach noise- °!i
i_ levels for modern aircraft comprising most of the current commercial fleet.

_ i; The results are shown in figure 5. The approach airframe noise lies at approx-
;" i_ imately the FAR 36 - I0 dB level.
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.... Spectra

!_i_ Based upon early measurements, Healy suggested that airframe noise directly

i_i below an aircraft produced a "haystack" type spectrum which peaked at a constant
• ;i Strouhal number based on airspeed and a characteristic wing thickness. (See

: ref. 8.) More recent measurements indicate a much more complex spectrum.

i_ Figure 6 displays the peak one-thlrd octave band spectra normalized to equal
overall sound pressure levels for the clean Jetstar, CV-990, and B-747 aircraft
as measures by Putnam, Lasagna, and White (ref. 5) Although such measurements

are complicated because the moving source produces a nonstatlonary signal,

, thlrd-octave analyses are generally reliable as long as short averaging times
.: are employed. Note that the spectra exhibit two peaks, a lower one in the
i

=i vicinity of 200 Hz, which corresponds roughly to the frequency predicted by

;_:_ Healy_s Strouhal relation, and a higher one near 1250 Hr. However, reference 5
_i stated the surprising result that the shape of these spectra and the position

':_ of the peaks showed no consistent change with airspeed. Spectra for the

" H.P. 115, HS. 125, and BAC iii obtained by Fethney (ref. 6) display the same

:i_ shape and peak location.

_ The change in spectrum shape for the VC. i0 in going from the clean eonflg-
11. uration to the dirty configuration is illustrated by the data of figure 7. The

characteristic double-peaked spectrum for the clean configuration is not

_ discernible for this aircraft. The major difference in the spectrum for the
!'_ dirty configuration is a broadband increase in level, particularly at the low-

_ frequency end.f:

i ,

=. Directlvity

"'. The dlrectivity of airframe noise has only recently begun to be explored

._, and only a modest amount of data exists in the open literature. Figure 8

_i' portray _ the reductions in measured overall noise levels (over those directly

_ '/i below the aircraft) with sideline distance for the four aircraft tested by
o:, Fethney (ref. 6). The_e data are compared with predicted reductions based upon
'4

_i_ consideration of the total aircraft either as a point monopole (solid curve)

¢i or as a point dlpole (dashed curve) oriented in the lift direction. The fact

°:_ that the data cluster about the solld curve indicates a monopolelike falloff

i . to the side• Similar behavior has been observed by Lasagna and Putnam for the

_! Jetstar aircraft in the landing configuration. (See ref. 9.) This result is

i_'i: important in its implications for the source type dominant in airframe noise
'd

_:_ as well as for the airframe noise "footprint" and will tend to make airframe
_:,_ noise more important on the sideline th_n had previously been assumed.
, ,?

'_ Figure 9 shows airframe noise measurements in the flyover plane for a clean

_i_ DC-IO aircraft (ref. I0). The data have been corrected for an inverse square

oli falloff with distance and are plotted as a function of _, the angle of the

_" approaching aircraft with respect to the horizontal. (Before normalizing, the

.i' airframe noise peaked slightly before the aircraft was directly overhead.)
!. These measured data are compared with calculated values of the sum of two

_iI. dipoles oriented, respectively, in the llft and drag directions. Note that the
' main directivity features of the measurements are supported by the calculations.
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The best agreement between the measured data and this theoretical approach
is obtained when the dipoles are negatively correlated.

A THEORETICAL BASIS FOR AIRFRAME NOISE

The most inclusive theoretical basis for the study of sound production by

the airframe is that developed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawklngs (ref. 11) who

extended the Lighth111-Curle theory of aerodynamic sound generation (refs. 12,

13, and 14) to include arbitrary convection motion. For this case, the wave .

equation governing the generation and propagation of sound admits the general
solution

(3)

This solution implies that the sound sources may be represented by a quadrupole

distribution related to the Lighthill stress tensor Tij within the volume of
turbulence, a surface distribution of dipoles dependent upon the compressive

stress tensor PiJ, and a surface distribution of monopoles produced by

the normal velocity of the surface vn. Ffowcs Williams and Hawki_gs further
sh_ed that, for a rigid surface, the monopole distribution degenerates into a

distribution of dipoles and quadrupoles throughout the volume contained within
the surface. (See ref. Ii.)

In the majority of airframe noise research to date, the aircraft has been
assumed to be rigid. Application of this assumption in the theory discussed in

the preceding paragraph implies that airframe noise consists of a distribution

of dipoles and quadrupoles. Further, at the low Mach numbers of interest

(approximately 0.3 for landing approach), the quadrupole distribution has been

neglected. Thus, airframe noise sources have been considered as dipole in

nature. These dlpole sources have also been assumed to be compact and, often,

replaced by equivalent point dipoles acting at the center of the distribution.

• Several aspects of experimental data regarding airframe noise are difficult,
if not impossible, to explain, in terms of such a theory.

_ Firstly, the velocity dependence of airframe noise has consistently been
found to be less than the sixth power which would be expected of an aerodynamic

dipole. This result has led to considerable interest in the theories of Ffowcs
Williams and Hall (ref. 15) and Powell (ref. 16). They considered the radiation

from a volume of turbulence near the edge of a rigid half-plane and found t_qt
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the souI_d production ot ,luadiupol,_". _'fth axes in a plane .onn_l to the edge
* was enhanced such that tim far-field hound intonM.ty wlrtod a:_ the fifth power

' cf the typical fluid v,.,luclty, lh_wc.v.r, there was no enhancement of quadrupoles
: with axes parallel to the _.d.._
F?,

: : Secondly, the, definite monopololtke stdoline dlroctlvtty of airframe noise,
!:: which has been observed hv independent r,..._carch _,roups, is hard to understand

: _" on the basis of a purelb, dipole thcor,¢. (:rrtainly tt ix possible for three

• " mutually perpendicular dipoles to masquerade as a monopolo, ttowever, this
_. requires them to be statistically independent and of equal amplitude. Although

it is not hard to ima}$Jne the overall fluctuating lift and drag forces on ,,n

aircraft to be the same order of magnitude, a fluctuating side force of equal

strength is more difficult to visualize. About tlm only place where such a
_" force could exist in the clean configuration is on the vertical tail. However,

: since it is much smaller in area than _he wing surface, much higher fluctuating

,,; pressures on its surface would be required.

;!, Finally, the source of the high frequency peak in the airframe noise
;, spectrum (fig. 6) is puzzling. This peak, which %'as observed by the authors of
: both references 5 and 6, is higher in frequency than that expected from known

i wing noise mechanisms and see..n:sco be relatively insensitive to airspeed.

Since the frequency of an aeroaco,.btic source ordinarily scales on airspeed,

the presence of this peak suggests the possibility of radiation from fundamental
vibratory modes of the aircraft structure. A1thou_.h such vibration has not

_-. previously been considere_'ias a source ef airframe noise, just such a spectral
peak has been observed bv Dav_cs ,.'nreference 17, who investigated sound

produced by turbulent-boundary-layer excited panels. Davies found that the

i : frequency of this peak was reasonably independent of flew speed.
i 'J

! _' A similar spectrum ha_ also been observed by blaestrello (ref. 18) who
_!i
: reported interior n:easarements in an t,nupholstered Boeing 720 airplane. Shown
:,: in figure i0 are spectra of pane] acceleration as well as sound pressure level

_), close to the panel for t'leairplane in flight at a Mach number of 0.87 and an
. altitude of 7700 meters. Al._o _h_._..,-,are the changes Jn these spectra with

,: cabin pressure. Maestrt:llo notes that the sound pressure level varies as the

;, fifth power of velocity, lle further observes that most sound radiation comes

_'. from the edges of the panels and demonstrates methods for noise reduction by
$" stiffening the panel boundaries. ]f panel vibratlon is truly responsible for

: the high frequency peak o1_se.rvedillai£frame noise radiation, Maestrello's
techniques offer a direct ,ethod of noise reduction.

i_'_/ More recently, Wilby and (:lovna.(tef. 19) made s[.ailar measurements on a
"-.'* Boeing 737 airplane. Again the 1-kltz peak was observed which was taken as

f,,

_: evidence that the: pant, l _;tru<turc acts a_; . filter with that center t requency.

)1 Correlation of the vibration data was high in the longitudinal direction but
"' low in the circumfert:ntial. Adjacent panels were e qsentially mmorrelatL_d.

) These phenomena emphasize the neccss[t'. .f a closvr loo_ at the assumptions

: _, employed in the theory of atlfrar:Le n,_i:_e. _.,_ltlu tt [.: ',,is_ to re,:all that there
_' are many absolutely equiw_lent furmulation-_ of atr._arou:-;t [,' s(,',:rcos, the
; enhancement of quadrupolc m,ur: t. in th., \,icinitv ,,_ ,m _',!r' _ 1'rt_,ticted
.} . .

4
't
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by Ffowcs Willlams and Hall (ref. 15) and Powell (ref. 16) suggests that

quadrupole terms in any theoretical formulation should not be dismissed lightly.

Further. the evidence cited previously which indicates that vibration may be

a source of airframe noise brings into question the assumption of rigidity.

If the =urfacc vibrates, the monopole source term in equation (3) may dominate

which would explain the monopolelike sideline directlvity that has been observed.
Of course, there is still no mass addition to the flow but, due to the size of

the body, each point on the surface may be acting as a baffled piston unable

to interfere effectively with its mate of opposite phase elsewhere. The large

size of the body also sheds doubt on the assumption of compactness. The spatial --,
extent of the source region is of the order of the span of the aircraft while
a typical frequency of interest has a we"elength of 0.5 m. It is possible to

take into account the correlation length of the source distribution and replace

each correlated region by a point source as suggested in reference 20. However,

even the correlation length may be of the order of, or larger than, the wave-

length. Thus, the assumption of compact sources cannot be rigorously justified.

Further, this "component source technique" neglects diffraction of the sources
by the fuselage which may be important in airframe noise and could be partially

responsible for the observed directivity pattern.

COMPONENT SOURCES OF AIRFRAME NOISE

As noted earlier in this paper, airframe noise is the resultant of many
different noise generating mechanisms. Thus, in order to render the research

problem more manageable, it is prudent to identify and evaluate these individual
sources.

The work of Curle (ref. 14), who extended Lighthill's theory (refs. 12

and 13) to include the case where rigid bodies are present within the field of

interest, showed that the sound generation in the presence of a body could be
expressed by a distribution of dipoles over its surface in addition to the

usual volume integral. The strength of these dipoles is related to the fluctu -_

atlng pressure experienced by the surface. This theory is exact and highly

useful for computational purposes. However, it has led to a certain amount ofconfusion about the roles of surfaces in sound generation. Actually, a rigid

surface can produce no sound, as can be seen by noting that the acoustic energy
flux must approach zero close to a rigid surface (ref. 21). Thus, the true
sources of sound are disturbances within the flow field itself and the surface

I can act only in changing the strengths of these volume sources and in reflecting

i and diffracting the sound they produce. The fact that the flow disturbancesgenerate the fluctuating pressures on the surface is responsible for the alter-
nate description of the sound production. The importance of this result is

• _ that it emphasizes the vital role played by the local flow field about the air-
frame components. Little is known about such flows.

I many noise-generating mechanisms which comprise airframe
The dlffcrent

noise can be crudely classed in terms of three simple models, that is, noise

t generation by cylinders, streamlined bodies, and cavities.

J

I
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Perhap:; tin. ;;Jlwlq..'t .,l,d I,,,_.t tmd,,r,<t,,,M ,,f ,,ll _.:.:.r.:i,1,._. ,.: ,_,,tmd gt,neratlon
by flow-:_urlac_, iut,.r,_,t i.n i:_ tl,,t ,_f a c'.,llndcr il" ,l tl,.'..', i,,ut_m,,tt, ly, this
l_ al_su n uv.ulqll 4':.:.,p,i,I,.._'. _,,.. _,ntlc,, _md,.rc,_r,'i;_,, ,. ,,t ,,it, r,_lt ,_rv c'_mstructed
essentinllv ot c,,lJu,!, i, , t v,_ri,,1,_, l,,ngt],,,: ,_nd ,_ri,,nt lll,,iJ_ . ,% tl,e flow
attempts to m.g,.tiatt t!u' , vlimlrJc;l] c¢_llt*otlr, Jl ,,;,.,pier;try,; tt(,ln I]|(, surface
creating a tm'l,,,ltq_l v',l, "Jl_i:; v,;ll.,,. [:_ 1_1_111:,,v,_rti,';ll v.!,i,l, r,_,ults in a
so]enoldal w. locit,' lit !,1 tl,nt tmlm'es fl_,'tuatfnr f,,r,,,, ,,_ tlie cvllndc,r In the
streamwlse and iI(_I'i;,/i] dill,,'[ Ira,,. 'rh_, ::ltu;ltI,;n ].. tu,v.'n ':,!it,l;:tl i_;_lly In

; figure II
.[_),'

Tim exact u:,t,n_. ¢,f tla, w.l.,, ;rod, tim:;, lla, ::,_,md pr.,,_,;,'_-d i,'; highly depend-
ent upon the Revx_olds numb,:r (.I( = I,'d, where ' [_: t',:v ' 1,', speed and d is
the cylinder diameter) of t]_, flm,,,. 'i\'plcal. !_cyr, olJ_ m..,.,c_'"' .- f.,r aircraft

";' undercarriage comp,m,.,nt,_ ,luring landinR apprt,acl_ nr, in th. range of 105 to 106.

._ In this range, tl_e cl,_s::_ical pc, rib,die V,m l,'arm, m w)rte:.; ,_tr_.et breaks down and
the wake becomus r,md,,t,. The most rcl,-vant work in till:-: area is that by Fung

} (ref. 22) who studied tiw t luctuattng lift and drag for,'c: ,,n cylinders for the
!., range 3 .. l05 -. 1.' • 1.:; 1() 6. tie found the spectrum of the fluctuating Ifft
i' to peak at a Str,.,ulml ",_umber Imst.d on strut diam(.tt.r n_-ar 0 1 The spectrum

of the fluctuating dra F penk,; at tx,;q('e this Ire(tut,ncy.

: For a cv]indl:ic,,ll ctU_ll,_)l]vnt ,_1 an aircraft, if it i.-, assumed that wave-
lengths of the sound pr,;du,:vd are large compared with the dimensions of the

--; cylinder, retard,,d tit:,, ,li_f,,run'c: it, flit, st,ur,,,, r_,gion Pav lw neglected and
' the sound calculated _,_ if fr,.,n a m,win_, point dii,ul_ thrt_url, tl,c theory of

Lowson (ref. 23). Ih_wcx.u,r, i! tl_u principal lar,dlng-gear struts are oriented
such that their lilt amt drav ,!/p¢_les yield ,_ null below the aircraft, the

: strut-generated sound is not . tremendously important source of community noise.
Nevertheless, the struts tn.v |,t, significant in generating turl,ulence which

!. impinges on other surf,_ce;- of th,, aircraft to create :mbst,mtial noise.

! 'r t"" ,trt,:_mlint_d Bod[e.:
• i l
= ,

_::_ The most fundam_,_:', :.', ( iu tilt. ,-:en.be of beiuy ol::nlit,lcsvut ) c¢,mp_,nent source
! : of airframe noim, is pr_*t!!it k,d 1_\" the flow over ti_e ._tre.mllined surfaces of the

aircraft. 'l',l|:itlg su,'l, ,.._,_ ; _,.'_,,.; t,, be rigid (i.e., neglecting any radiation due
to panel vibratl¢q_ which v,,;,,; in.lic,._ted a:; il po:4,_il, lt, source tarlier in the
paper), a dipole!il,_, s,,!ln,l _',,r,t rat i,m may still be el,ser-t,d which can be related
to the fluctuating lvr,,., _:¢l,er[cncc,t by tl_e Slll'fdct,. There are tlwee mecha-

' ntsms by wllit'[l _th'll _(,l'd,'., I','1',' 1;_' ,h,vcl(_pcd: The pYt'._'SUl't , field arising in the
tttrbulent botlndill'v [,l\,t,l" oXq'l" tht' ,_;llrfdct,_ force l ltlcttlationt_ induct.d by
vorttcity Mu,d tl'lqll lilt' '.all.*l,t_ t', dlld tllv action of ally tul-bllltqhU prcsent in
the incident strc..n, t!.c., w.l. 2.q.) lh,wevvr, tl_t.st, pht,nol!lt,n,'l art, tlot equally
efficient ill I/_iS_' }'_'llcl._[ 1,'11 .'ll_,l, t'[ CtUll*tat', tl_cir |_,l/ttivt. cop.ttibutions

:" vary with tl.t. c]l_r,.!ct_,t i,.I _,._, ,,! Ilu, llow t'i,,1,1 i,_ v l_i,l_ t'.. :,lll't-.l_t. i:. p];loed,

'*" |h_Ulldal'V- l d\ ,' l" I!,_'l,,,)t')_,t'.--"l'])w qm'st it,i] oi ,%_)1111'! ,t:t,llt, r;tl i,,I, bv lnulndary-
i_ ) q,. laver turbult.l_;._. !_;,,, 1,,_;: , iI_,cl|\,,.]v rts_.lvcd by I',,wvll (r_! _ w]., used

the "rellvct{. :_ !,! i_,. ,,!,." t,, ,,_..,-.,, ti,,lt til., mdjor .._lrl.,,t ,.t,1,, 1,,_. '.'dl_Jsl_ ¢,n

. 53b
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an infinite, flat, rigid surface leaving only the vlscou,_ dlpolo_ with axes
lying in the surface itse]f. ,qtnco sttc'h vlscotts stresses can only become
significant at Reynolds numbers much smaller than those dew:lop_,d 4m commercial
aircraft, direct radiation from the turbulent-boundary layer Is n much less
efficient source of direct radiation than others present even f,_r moderately
curved surfaces (as long as no separation occurs). This result remains valid
for finite surfaces when the surface ts larger than the sound wavelength -
which is usually true of airframe noise - except near the edges. This "edge-
noise" source is discussed later.

In reference to the panel vibration source proposed earlier in this paper, "
it might be mentioned that Laufer, Ffowcs Wllllams, and Chtldress (ref• 26)
have considered the case where the surface is flexible and able to respond to
the boundary-layer excitation. They remark that for surfaces of limited extent,
wall motion becomes equivalent to a simple source system of high acoustic
efficiency and can quickly become the most important feature of the practical
boundary-layer noise problem. Thus, it appears that the boundary-layer pres-
sure fluctuations are not major sources of noise, but the aircraft surface may
generate sound through vibration and may reflect sound produced by other sources.
Both of these roles require further research for better underst._nding.

Wake vorticity.- Sound generation by force fluctuations induced by vortic-
ity shed ftum the surface is probably the primary cause for the experimentally
observed fact that aerodynamic surfaces radiate predominantly from slm,der
strips along their edges. At the edge of an aerodynamic surface, the flow
must separate shedding vorticity into a wake. This vorticity will induce

fluctuating surface pressures which fall off with distance i.-cr:_ the vortex.
Thus, the largest pressures will occur close to the edge. In addition, non-
cancellation of boundary-layer fluctuations also occur.: in this region, i_qaich
of these effects is dominant is not known at this time, although wake-induced

pressures normally should be more intense. However, both point to edge noise
as a primary source of airframe sound generation.

The present understanding of this source is well depicted by figure 12
which is taken from a report by Siddon (ref. 27). Siddon suggests that alter-
nate vortex shedding, with a fairly narrow band of preferred frequencies, leads
to a time-dependent relaxation of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
The "stagnation streamline" switches cyclically from the upper to the lower
surface; thus, a fluctuating-force concentration is induced near the edge.
Note that this is exactly the same mechanism responsible for the production
of strut noise as discussed earlier.

There has been extensive work on the prediction of this edge-noise source
• and numerous, sometimes conflicting, theories have been produced. (See ref. 4.)

Again, the generation process is highly dependent upon Reynolds number. Huch
recent work (e.g., refs. 28 and 2q) has dealt with the intense tones which
can be produced by isolated airfoils with laminar boundary layers• Itowever,
such tones require Reynolds numbers based on airfoil chord of less than about
2 x 106 whereas commercial aircraft ordinarily exhibit Reynolds numbers of

many millions. At these higher Reynolds numbers, a transition similar to the
collapse of the classical Von Karman street behind a cylinder appart.ntlv _,ccurs
and a more broadband radiation results.

5}7
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Ftnk, In reference 30, has experimentally evaluated tile various thoorle_s
for tralllng-edgt, noise generation, tte concludo_t that tile best present theories
are those by Ffowcs Williams lind Hall (rof, 15) and Powell (rof, 16), The

first of these papers con_ider_ the scattering of sound generation by Llghthlll-
type quadrupolt, s d.e to tile presence of a half-plane in the flow, The results
show that sound output of quadrupoles associated with fluid motion in a plane

normal to the edge Is Increased by a factor (Kro)-3 _here K _ tJ/a is the
acoustic wave number and r o is tile distance of the center of tlle eddy from
the edge. There Is no enhancement of sound from longitudinal quadrupoles with
axes parallel to the edge. According to this theory, tht, mean square pressure
produced by a single eddy near tile trailing edge is .

__ 2 U5 u2 V2 sin _) sin 2 % cos 2 ()/2
p2(r,O,_ ) _ Po ed 2 (4)

_2 a t s r3ed r

where

u turbulent intensity

Ved eddy volume

Is streamwise correlation length of eddy

0 angle between streamwise and observer directions

eo angle that mean flow makes with trailing edge

angle between trailing edge and observer directions

This expression can then be summed at the observer location over all the

(independent) eddies near the trailing edge. Note that this theory implies

a dependence on the fifth power of velocity and the square of turbulence

intensity. It also gives ri_e to a directivity pattern in a plane normal to
the edge dependent upon cos" 8/2. Finally, the theory predicts that a "swept"

trailing edge (relative t£ the mean flow direction) would produce less noise

due to the sin 2 0o dependence.

Inflow turbulence.- The final mechanism by which fluctuating forces may

be developed on an aerodynamic surface is through the action of incoming
turbulence. Although atmospheric turbulence is ordinarily of too large scale

and too low intensity to be important in this regard, airframe components,

such as flaps, which lie in the wake of other portions of the aircraft, may
generate noise through this mechanism.

Although several different approaches to the analysis of this noise source

have been devised (ref. 4), it is useful to observe that, since the work of

Ffowcs Williams and Hall (ref. 15) is purely concerned with scattering of

sound near an edge, it is equally applicable to this case as well. In other
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words, their theory makes no dl_tinction bvtween incoming turbulvnct, Impinging
on a loading edge and turbulence bo.tng nhod from a trailing ¢,dgo, Thu., oqua-
t. lon (4) can bt, _,lnplt_yod to calculate, the lt, vc,1 and dlrvctlvtty ,,f thl_; leading-

edgt, :4ourc_, an well. 'rim .ame caner, ms about source dlatrlbutltm apply, wllh
the only chnnge being, perhaps, tht, characteristics of the eddies thomaelvet_.

Ont, p_msH_le mean_ of reducing both the Incident turbulence, and tralltng_
edge no|t3e on btrealnllnod bodies i_q through tlat, of porou_q m(rfac_, trt, atmt, nt
such im has been developed for high lift configurations, 'this application
has roccnt!y been considered by Ilayden In reterence 31. Figure 13 shown the
hoist> reductlt)n produced by porous tratl ing=cdgt, treatment on on NACA (1012
airf_)tl at 4(1 angle of attack. This airfoil was In the Rt, ynolds number range
where a narrow band tone can be generated which Is not the case fur ct,nm_erclal
aircraft, ltowevt, r, It can be seen that the lower frequency trailing-edge noise
Is also significantly reduced. Such treatment ma3 also be uttltzed on the

leading edge, although matntatnance of aerodynamic performance Is difficult.

Cavlt_e8

The final component source of airframe noise to be discussed in this

section Is sound generation by cavities in the surface of the aircraft. Recent
data (ref. 6) indicate that one of the most intense sources of airframe noise

on landing approach is produced by the wheel cavities of the aircraft since a

significant increase in the broadband noise spectrum is observed when the wheel

wells are opened. (See fig. 3.) This phenomenon is shown in figure 14 which

is a compendium of cavity noise data from actual aircraft produced by Heller

and Dobrzynskl (ref. 32). It can be seen that the larger the cavity, the
higher in intensity and lower in frequency is the sound produced. Of course,

the larger cavlties generally contain more landing-gear assemblies which may
also be a factor. _ithough it is not yet clear whether this noise increase is

due to the cavity itself or to a cha_ge in the flow field around the wing-flap
system, coasiderable research into noise generation mechanisms of cavity flow
has been stimulated.

The flow field within cavities has been of interest for several years

because of fatigue and buffeting problems. Thus, extensive data on cavity flow

fields have been obtained and methods for the reduction of internal pressure

: oscillations have been developed. (See ref. 33.) Unfortunately, however, few

measurements of far-field sound generatJ_n by cavities exist due to the diffi-
culty of making su<b measurements in present day flow facilities.

$.

The "basic" (this author's terminology) cavity noise mechanism Is a fairly
• complex interaction between the shear layer over the cavity and the volume

within it. The shear layer apparently has fundamental modes of instability

which act as a forcing function to produce osclllat|on of the air within the

cavity, llowever, the efficiency of this forcing function in producing sound

depends upon how well it couples with the fundamental acoustic modes of the

cavity. I[ the coupling is strong, very intense tones can be produced. These

tones have been studled by Block and Heller (ref. 34).
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'l'hlI_Im_Ic cavlty noln_, muchanlnm If_ prlmari Iv . I,,_.,Ir,.,l_n,m.,Id.'mmu'n_m.

occurrlllg |'o_ ?;trouhal mlmlu,r_ h.._-_than al,out 2.S, lurlI.,J, il i:, al:.,

crll:Icnlly d0,p_qldonI: t|pon lhp c/wily fdn'0p_,. I_q'_l'lll I_",I', ,,I 'a ,'ll_tll4r ,':l-fly

c_mdm'ted at_ l:ho Langloy l{t,tiollrl_h [;_ ,n |-t, l pr_di.-',,_l hlllq'I_ J_.!.'. I_,,_:_I lJ_JI_,_' rmlI-

ntlnn thaB i| f_qllaro eavll_y of nldo ]i,nl.th ,,qu.'_l t- lh, _ll,mn,l_.t ,,I l.I_,' _ Irr;tl:_r
t'ilVlty. Th[ll Itl lmllort;llll illl the cavltl_,l; _,n i_,;_i .lll,l.lJl Jill' l,lll"Jl dIll_'r_,lll

In Iflml.' from the Izlmp]o rt, etill11.1t]ilr m_d_,l. (th,,, z_,l . I',. ) I i_,_l IY. ,,I _,,_zl'_;,.,

thlll t_1111] n|oChalllt,,m e/triller J., rt,flpoltl;ll_l_, l_r l J., ,,l,_,,.r-,,,l l,_,,i.ll,:_l.l i-i.llnl l_m

el reel_ z_Ir,'rnfl e;Iv|lle_l. Tllm_, II_ I_ lilq'i,l;l,,ll.Y I_ _,,_,_, ,h_ ,,II.,_ l._l,nl I,_I
vnv I ty no I _t, mt,ch;ml z_m_.

TJl_,re art, 'it lt,ollt two other polil;ll_]t, la)Ul_,,._, _I _;_u IY ,.,i_,,.. 'llw :;h_.;ir

layer ,,hod from the loading odge of ilm eavllv wl II ll,d=. ,, I lt=_'l=l:=l Jill., l,l't.l,hal-_,_;
on tilt: t, dge re.qultjllg in an trdgu-nol_;e z;oul'vv a,'; _ll_;_ur,::t.d l,r_.,,i,m,_;lv. Ftlt'tht,F_

the turbulence tn the sht:ar laye_ will lll,l_ll.gt, t,ii I1.. b:l_._ wall ,,1 II_t. _:lvlly

rez;ultlng Ill all iIlcideBt turbulence mulrcu z;lmilar I_ float lilt.ill l_.ltt.d t..rl tvr.

Whtls, there 'is the potential for a "tr_lll|ng.-t'dl!,_," ,;tui,,._, .It lilt. lt,,id[lll; t,dge

of tht' cavity and a "leadlng-edgv" source al tla t_,_il_,_i. ,,,Irt' ,,I l h_, ,,,tvity.

Both these sources may be analyzed by the thvt,r., l,t_,vi,,u.,,l., d, v_,It,l,t,,l ,'_ml

both will produce a more broadband noise. 'rl., ;m,tl.,,:;i,. i:: _:impl il it,d I,.,. lllc,
fact that these sources will appear eompnct.

i A potential design and operating prohlvm might I,t, i,t,i_l,.tl _n_l h,.r_.. The

_: noise generation by these component sources iq int imat, l,,' rvl,_tt.d 1,_ thu flow
around them which also determines their drag. in fa,'t, l:c,;_.ll (t'_,f. i}t5) i.',

attempting to predict airframe noise from steady ttc:_t,, li_t..t'._nrt,lw_.nt._;. If it
: turns out tbat there exists a one-to-one relation I,t,tw, _li ,lii ll,:tll_, tit,it:t, and

drag, a general drag cleanup of the aircraft in landi_y ,_l,l,r,,,,, I: ",,,,,uld bt'

,:: necessary. This might well imply higher landing: ,qpt:t",l:,, I"': I_"t" r,'q,liring
longer runways_ and cause consternation among pilot._; wiu_ lall_l Ilivl| drag

': on approach.

:. CONCLUD 1NC REHARKS

!_ This paper has presented a critical a.,isessment ,,t llw ,,t.tt,. ,_1 tht, art tu

" airfrmne noise. Full-scale data on the Intensit\', :-:l,CCtra, _,,_,1 dirt,'tivitv ,,f

'} this noise source were evaluated In light of the COml_rt.h_,r.,;iv, , tl_,m-v th,veltq_vd
' by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings. Vibration of panel.; ,,n tl., ,,irc_,_It wa.._

identified as a possible additional source of airfr ,aw m,i,,v, lilt pl't,t;t'llt

understanding and methods for prediction of other c,_n/lUqlt:rlt ,;,q|lc_,,', - .irfoil:_,

struts, and cavities -were discus,qvd, t)pvrnt ill}t ],t',,l,lt.fl,,, ,,:.,,t,,'i.',It'd willt

airframe noise a,q well at_ potential design mctl_,d,,; t_,r ,lll'tl;,ll,, ilt,l_;_, t_,dm'tlt,n
weft. fdent if ied.

g
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flying overhead at 183 m.
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Figure 13.- Airfoil edge source reduction. NACA (}012 airfoil;
chord, 0.15 m; span, 0.5 m; , = 40; U = 3o m/sec.
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